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OH HAI
TESTING STUFF IS FUN
LEARNING TO TEST IS FUN
ADDING TEST TO LEGACY CODE IS FUN
TESTING STUFF IS FUN ...
TESTING STUFF IS FUN WITH F.I.R.S.T.
F.I.R.S.T

• FAST
• ISOLATED/INDEPENDENT
• REPEATABLE
• SELF-VALIDATING
• THOROUGH/TIMELY
F.I.R.S.T

- FAST
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- SELF-VALIDATING
- THOROUGH/TIMELY
LIVE DEMO!
OI VEI
NOT AGAIN!?
YAY!

GREAT SUCCESS!
SUBLIMETESTPLIER

- Download: https://packagecontrol.io/packages/Test%20Plier
- Github: https://github.com/asfaltboy/SublimeTestPlier
THANK YOU!

THANKS A BUNCH
QUESTIONS?